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Abstract— Properties of the travelling Wave Ultrasonic Motor
(TWUM ) - among which we find a high-torque to mass ratio,
locking without supply, ultrasonic operation - are very attractive
for embedded application, such as human prothesis for example.
But unfortunately, its control for high precision or high dynamic
motion is not easy to achieve because of many non linearities
induced by its particular energy conversion process. This is why
this paper deals with the modelling of a TWUM, based on a
causal approach. According to the inversion principle, control
strategies are deduced as well as a novel torque estimation
structure. A mechanical claw control using this torque estimator
is then achieved and experimental results check the accuracy of
the proposed control scheme.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Travelling wave Ultrasonic Motors (TWUM ) exploits a
piezoelectrically generated flexural wave which propagates at
the surface of a stator. This wave is able to propel by contact
a rotor strongly pressed on the stator. The friction caused by
the contact mechanism provides us with numerous advantages,
including: breaking without supply, a high torque to mass
ratio and high torque/low speed characteristics. Thus, while a
speed reducer is often needed with an electromagnetic motor,
it becomes useless in applications usingTWUM, therefore
leading to lightweight and compact applications. The last prop-
erty is particularly important for embedded applications such
as medical prothesis ones. Moreover, the working principle
doesn’t rely on magnetic field interactions which may be
awkward for human uses.

Unfortunately, because of the mechanical non linearities,
TWUMmodelling is not easy to achieve, especially in order
to control its behavior, such as torque, speed or position.

This is due to the different energy conversions and more
specifically to the complications caused by the contact mech-
anism between the stator and the rotor.

Several references have proposed modelling and control of
theTWUM [1][2][3] The one used in this paper describes the
real internal variables behavior. It will be first reminded and
explained according to a causal formalism. Then, the control
laws will be described following the inversion principles. For
the particular application of an active claw control, a torque
estimator will be explained. Experimental results will check
the validity of the control laws as well as the modelling and
estimator accuracy.

II. M ODELLING AND CONTROL OF THETWUM

A. Modeling overview

This section deals with a modelling we proposed for taking
into account transitory operations [4][5]. This modelling relies
on the assumption of a punctual contact between stator and
rotor. Punctual means that the stator is in contact with the
ideal rotor at one point only along a wavelength. Moreover,
no sliding is considered between the ideal rotor and the stator,
so both have the same instantaneous speed. On the figure 1,
we have represented the travelling wave which propels the
ideal rotor by only one point along a wavelength. In the fame
fixed to the contact point(−→u r,

−→u θ,
−→u z) the travelling wave

propagates toward the right (along−→u θ) although the ideal
rotor moves toward the left (−−→u θ). We also define the z-
axis about which the motor and the contact point turn. The
location of the contact point is defined by the rotation angle
θc measured from a fixed frame (O, x, y).

Fig. 1. View of the stator; under punctual contact assumption, the rotor is
propelled by one point only along a wavelength.

1) Causal modelling in (α, β) frame: The TWUM is com-
posed of a ring shaped stator on which small piezo-electric
elements are bonded. These elements have alternate polling
directions, and are divided into two groups, named phaseα and
phaseβ. These two phases are supplied by two independent
voltages,vα andvβ . Because of the piezo-electric effect, the
first energy conversion stage converts these voltages into
forces inside the stator; these forces bend the stator. And if the
excitation frequency of the two supply voltages is sufficiently
close to the resonant frequency of the stator, two stationary
waves appear at its surface: the bending waves, whose height
are namedwα and wβ . This second stageof the energy



conversion can be described by the equation (1)

mẅα + dsẇα + cwα = Nvα − Frα

mẅβ + dsẇβ + cwβ = Nvβ − Frβ

(1)

with

• m the vibrating mass of the stator,
• c the vibrating stiffness of the stator,
• ds the damping coefficient,
• N the force factor.

In this equation,Frα and Frβ have been added to take into
account the effect of external forces on the wave propagation.
Their expression which depends onFN (the force pressing
the rotor against the stator along the axis of the motor) and
F ′

T (the tangential force deriving from the load torqueT )
is quite difficult to determine, and strongly depends on the
contact condition at the stator-rotor interface [2][6]. However,
in the ideal case of a punctual contact condition, these forces
are simply expressed using the location of the contact point
θc, and the well known rotational matrix, usually used in
the study of electromagnetic machines. This calculation has
been developed in [5], and derives from power balance of the
system:
(

Frα

Frβ

)

= R(kθc)

(

FN

F ′

T

)

R(θ) =

(

cos(θ) − sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)

)

(2)
with

F ′

T = k
h

b2
T (3)

And

• h the thickness of the stator
• b the radius of the rotor
• k = 2πb

λ
with λ the wavelength of the excited mode.

The contact points are located at the travelling wave’s crest.
It can be shown that they are situated at an angle given bywα

andwβ using the expression shown in (4)

kθc = atan

(

wβ

wα

)

(4)

Moreover, as it can be seen in figure (1), the contact point
speed which propels the rotor, has two components:

• VNid along the axis of the motor, lifts up the rotor to
enable the propagation of the travelling wave. During
steady state, this speed is null.

• V ′

Tid in the tangential direction , from which the rotational
speed of the rotorωid derives.

A kinetic study of the vibrating stator shows then that the
expression of those speeds can be written usingẇαβ and
R(kθc) once again:

(

VNid

V ′

Tid

)

= R(−kθc)

(

ẇβ

ẇα

)

(5)

The rotational speed of the ideal rotorωid andV ′

Tid is given
by equation (6)[7]:

ωid = k
h

b2
V ′

Tid (6)

However, the speedωid does not actually correspond to
the rotor speed, because the contact conditions observed at
the stator-rotor interface are very different from those of the
ideal contact conditions: in fact, because of friction, the actual
rotational speedω of the rotor decreases with the load torque
T . Several models ([6][8][9]) exist to describe this behavior,
but they are too complex to be taken into account in a control
scheme. In order to achieve a straightforward modelling which
may be useful for actuator control, a linear modelling for
the global behavior of the motor can be proposed based on
experimental results. This isthe third energy conversion,
given by equations (7).

T = f0 (ωid − ω) FN = KN

∫

(VNid − VN ) dt (7)

Of course, this process is very non linear, and the value
of the parametersf0 and KN should vary as a function of
the operating point. However, we find here the key variables
governing the evolution of the motor torque: the amplitude
of the travelling wave, becauseωid derives using it, and the
rotational speed of the rotor itself. This roughly outlines the
torque estimator described in [10] from the speed and the
stator’s deformation measurements.

In addition, the dynamic of the rotor, along the two degrees
of freedom, leads to lay down two other equations:

mr

dVNid

dt
= FN − Fτ Jr

dω

dt
= T − Tr (8)

Where:

• mr andJr are respectively the mass and rotational inertia
of the rotor,

• Tr is the external load torque applied on the rotor,
• Fτ is the normal force pressing the rotor against the stator.

Finally, all these equations yield a modeling which can
be represented by way of an Energetic Macroscopic Repre-
sentation (EMR) as shown in figure 2. TheEMR is useful
to highlight the energy conversion process and the electro-
mechanical conversion. Following this formalism, the me-
chanical transformation processor are depicted with triangles,
otherwise, the energy accumulators are described using barred
rectangles.

2) Causal modelling in a rotating reference frame:the two
rotational matrices, on the stationary waves (eq. 5) and on
the forces (eq. 2), lead to setting down two new variables
Vd and Vq. As it is for the electromagnetic machines where
current or voltages are expressed in a rotating reference frame
fixed to the rotating electromagnetic field,Vd andVq represent
the supply voltages in a rotating reference frame fixed to the
rotating travelling wave. So, this leads us to set down:

(

vα

vβ

)

= R(kθc)

(

Vd

Vq

)

(9)

Using Vd andVq, equations 1, 2, 5, are revised to produce
two new equations respectively ond axis andq axis respec-
tively, where the couplings are removed:

mV̇ ′

Nid + dsV ′

Nid + (c − mk(θ̇c)
2)

∫

V ′

Niddt = NVd − F ′

N

(10)



Fig. 2. EMR of theTWUM.

2mV̇ ′

Tid + dsV ′

Tid = NVq − F ′

T (11)

In fact, in equation (11), the variables of the tangential axis
appear only on theq axis, though equation (10) shows that the
normal variables only appear on thed axis. This equation is
of second order type, and completely describes the resonant
behavior of the motor.

Upper part of figure 3 shows the EMR of the actuator in
the rotating reference frame, reduced to theq axis as it deals
with the torque.

B. Control strategies

1) Maximal control structure:From EMR, it is easy to
deduce the maximal structure of control, according to inversion
principle. Transformation relations are directly inverted, but
energetic storage elements are inverted using regulators. The
lower part of figure 3 shows the speed control scheme as it
may be deduced following these rules.

2) Non linearities considerations:The torque-speed rela-
tion of 7 has been approximated from the curves depicted
at figure 4. The direct inversion of the relation is quite
easy to achieve, but obviously may lead to an inaccurate
controlled torque. To cope with this problem, two approaches
are proposed: a torque regulation in a closed loop, or a global

Fig. 3. EMR of the TWUM in the rotating reference frame - axis q only -
and the derived control scheme.

control including a behavior modelling regulator as detailed
in [11]. Nevertheless, this last solution is available in case of

Fig. 4. Torque-speed characteristics of theTWUM for given wave amplitude.

speed or position control. For torque control, a closed torque



loop is necessary, as well as the knowledge of the actual output
torque. In the specific application of a claw dedicated to a
robot arm edge or a hand prothesis, the torque variations have
to be monitored so as to indicate an object tightening for
instance. The torque estimation may be achieved according
to the modelling as explained in II-A.

3) The torque estimator:In order to avoid a speed sensor,
the torque estimator will rely on equation 11. However,
inverting this equation is not straightforward, because of the
derivative term2mV̇ ′

Tid, which should be approximated. A
closed loop estimator could then be proposed, whose output
would converge toward the solution. But considering a high
performing estimator is required especially in the case of
steady state operations – or slow variations ofV ′

Tid, the
problematic term2mV̇ ′

Tid is deleted in equation (11):

dsV ′

Tid = NVq − F ′

T (12)

Finally, using equations 3 in 12 leads to

T =
b2

kh
[NVq − dsV

′

Tid] (13)

Achieving the torque estimator.

III. E XPERIMENTAL IMPLANTATION OF THE TORQUE

ESTIMATOR[12]

The TWUM used during the test is a Shinsei USR30 [13].
This motor has a30mm diameter and can provide a rated
torque of0.1Nm for a rated speed of200rev/min. On the
stator of this motor, an extra electrode is glued to the ring of
piezo material. Due to the direct piezo-electrical conversion,
the voltage measured on this sensor, namedvEA, is directly
proportional to the deformation of the stator at this point.
Unfortunately, this deformation is a combination ofwα and
wβ : thus it is difficult to buildθc from the equation (4) because
wα and wβ are not measured independently. In that case,
measuringVq from Vα, Vβ and (9) is impossible.

This leads us to set down the assumption that the amplitude
of the two stationary waves are sinusoidal functions of time
in quadrature, so:

wα(t) = Wcos(2πft) wβ(t) = Wsin(2πft) (14)

With f the frequency of the supply voltages andW the
travelling wave’s amplitude.

To fulfill this assumption, the construction of the actuator
must be sufficiently careful to ensure a good positioning
of the stator’s electrodes on the piezo ring, thus avoiding
dissymmetry between the two phases. However, this condition
is often achieved in the Shinsei USR30 when it is supplied by
two sinusoidal voltages in quadrature with the same amplitude:

vα(t) = V cos(2πft + Ψ) vβ(t) = V sin(2πft + Ψ) (15)

with V the amplitude of supply voltages, andΨ, the phase
difference betweenvα(t) andwα(t). On the experimental test
bench,V is kept constant, thoughf varies.

Then, equations (4) and (14) yield to:

θc = atan
Wsin(2πft)

Wcos(2πft)
= 2πft (16)

To complete the identification ofT from equation (13), it
is necessary to knowV ′

Tid, but however this is an internal
variable. It may be calculated thanks to equation (5), and
from the measurement oḟwα and ẇβ . Once again, to reach
these values, we use the previous assumption which leads to
equation (14). Then, we find the relationship between the wave
amplitude and the tangential speed of the rotor, using equations
(16) and the rotational matrix (5):

V ′

Tid = −ẇαsin(2πft) + ẇβcos(2πft)

= (2πf)W
(17)

Therefore,V ′

Tid is proportional to the travelling wave’s
amplitude. Now, W can be deduced by measuring the voltage
amplitude ofvEA; the different state variables of the torque
estimator can then be measured. But parameters appearing in
the equation (13) have also to be identified.

A. Measurement of the stator parameters

1) Identification ofds: For an unloaded motor which has
reached its steady state, the travelling wave’s amplitudeW
derives from the equation 13 whereT is set to0. In these
conditions:

ds2πfW = NVq (18)

Identifying ds can then be achieved by keepingV constant;
plotting the evolution ofW againstV q should result in a
straight line, whose slope gives the ratioN

ds2πf
.

However, this method is quite sensitive to non linearities
which induce variations ofds with W [14]. This is why,
instead ofV , W is kept constant. So, for each value ofVq, V
is tuned in order to haveW equal to a value we fixed before.

It appears thatds depends more on the operating wave
amplitudeW and less on the rotational direction. In order
to take into account this non linearity in the torque estimator,
we are led to representing in figure 5 the evolution ofds in
W , or rather in 1

W
because this results in a linear shape.

Equation 19 then fits this curve:

ds = −ds0 +
ρ

W
(19)

The values ofds0 andρ are obtained from figure 5:

ds0 = 19.2N.s.m−1 ρ = 47.8.10−6N.s

So, taking into account the non-linearity ofds, the torque
estimator can be achieved by merging the equations 13, 17
and 19:

T =
b2

kh
(ds02πfW + NV q − 2πfρ) (20)

2) Identification ofk h
b2

: The identification of this parameter
derives once again from equation (13). But now,T will vary
and Vq is adjusted to keepW constant. So, the evolution of
Vq in T should be a straight line whose slope isk h

Nb2
. We

represents in figure?? the result curves for several values of
W .

The results show that the experimental trials and the mod-
elling are consistent, since the curves are nearly straight.
However, the slope of these lines depends on the level of the



Fig. 5. Evolution ofds as a function of 1

W
for both rotational direction and

fitting.

Fig. 6. Vq as a function ofT and comparison with a straight line.

stator’s deformationW and also on the direction of rotation.
These variations reveal non-linearities in the modelling; in fact,
they express the limits of this modelling, and more specifically
the limit imposed by the assumption that there is only one
contact point. This is why, an average value ofk h

b2
is then

calculated from the trials, and the slope of the curves drawn
on figure 6 yieldingk h

b2
= 67.2m−1.

B. Experimental runs

Different trials have been carried out to illustrate the perfor-
mance of this torque estimator. The first measurements shown
in figure 7(a) depict the evolution of the estimated load torque
and the measured load torque. During this trial, the stator

wave’s amplitude was kept constant (W ≃ 0.5µm) while the
load torqueT was time varying.

The second measurement of figure 7(b) shows the evolution
of the measured load torque compared to its estimation when
W was time varying.

Considering that the torque estimator is quite straightfor-
ward, the estimated load torque is found to be consistent
with the measurements of the experimental trials of figures
7(b) and 7(a). Estimation errors can however be measured on
figure 7(b), revealing that the estimation depends onW . More
obviously, errors are amplified for braking operations while
they are acceptable for other conditions. This is mainly due
to the averaged value ofk h

b2
we had to use in equation 20

and which is a tradeoff between all the values identified for
all the operating points of the chapter III-A. Performances of
the estimator could then be improved by taking into account
the variation ofk h

b2
in W , but this would be achieved at the

expense of complexity. Despite this problem, applications can
take advantage of this torque estimator, and this is dealt with
in the next section.

IV. A PPLICATION: FORCE CONTROL OFTWUM ACTUATED

CLAW

A. Working principle of a claw

Because of torque vs speed characteristics, Travelling Wave
Ultrasonic Motors are very suitable for applications which
need a low speed but a high torque. In this field of applications,
the electrically actuated claws are devices which are widely
used, for example at the end of a robot arm to allow object
prehension.

Different controls of the claw can be achieved. The first
control type is a position control of the actuator of the claw
between an opened position till the closed position. This is
well suited for objects which all have the same dimensions.
But if variable objects of random sizes have to be picked up,
the larger objects are held extremely tight, while the smallest
ones are not even caught (figure 8).

This is why, instead of having a claw position control, a
force limitation is preferred. In this operating mode, the claw
closes up at a constant speed until the force at the claw ’s tip
reaches a limited value.

This last control method is quite easy to achieve with
electromagnetic motors, because the torque is proportional to
the supply current which is often controlled, and can thus be
limited. But those motors have high speed characteristics, so
they need a speed reducer in order to adapt the output speed
of the shaft to the desired speed of the claw when closing.
This increases the system’s bulk and its cost.

In this application, a TWUM is interesting, because it can be
directly mounted on the claw since its low-speed characteristic
is well adapted to the system. The torque estimator developed
in this article is implemented to ensure the limitation of the
tightening force.

The control scheme is depicted in figure 9. The torque
estimator is depicted and its output is used as an input for
a strategy block. This strategy block is inserted to determine
the reference wave amplitude: below the limit torque value,



(a) For a constant wave’s amplitude.

(b) For a variable wave’s amplitude

Fig. 7. Comparison between the actual load torque and the estimator’s output.
Experimental runs.

Fig. 8. Effect of a controlled position claw when the object is sufficiently
big, and in the case where it is too small.

the wave amplitude reference is kept constant; when the torque
limit is reached, the wave amplitude is set to zero, so as to
lock the claw.

Fig. 9. Control structure for an active claw application.

The next section presents the experimental runs of the claw
actuated by a TWUM, with its torque limitation.

B. Experimental runs

The claw fixed on the TWUM’s shaft is depicted in figure
10. Several objects with different sizes can be positioned,
and for each run, the internal variable of the motor can be
recorded. Thus, figure 11 depicts the evolution ofVq, the motor
rotational angle, the measured and estimated torque and finally
the wave amplitudeW - which is also controlled. These curves
are obtained withTlim = 0.05Nm. The cycle begins att = 0
with the starting signal; a wave amplitude reference of about



Fig. 10. The experimental Setup.

1µm is ordered, and the claw closes. The estimated torque as
well as the measured one are initially null, but att = 50ms
they both start to increase because the claw is in contact
with the object to be grasped. Consequently,Vq increases in
accordance equation (20), sinceW is kept constant.

At t = 85ms, the estimated torque reaches the limitation:
a reference value ofW of 0µm is ordered which is obtained
in almost 10ms. During this short time, the torque actually
applied to the claw can be a little larger due to the time
the wave amplitude needs to become null. Then the torque
estimator is switched off because the very low wave amplitude
leads to erroneous estimated torque values.

Fig. 11. Internal variables of the motor for a closing sequence of a TWUM
actuated claw , with limitation of the torque.

So, the claw stops its grasping action when it meets an

object. This contact is detected through an increasing in the
motor’s torque, which is estimated on line. Of course, the force
with which the object is taken depends on the value ofTlim.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented a method to achieve a
TWUMcontrol for a mechanical claw function application.
According to he causal modelling of the actuator, several
control structures have been described. More specifically, we
have developed a torque estimator in order to achieve the
torque monitoring for a tightening detection. This estimator
relies on the causal modelling of the motor which helps
to deduce the estimator’s equation. Compared to the torque
estimators which rely on the torque/speed characteristics of the
motor, we emphasize that the estimator presented here doesn’t
need the measurement of the rotational speed of the motor;
this allows to remove the speed sensor, and the measurements
have confirmed the global structure of the modelling, while
the estimator is successfully tested on the claw application in
the final section.

Future work should increase the precision of this torque
estimator, more specifically at low rotational speeds, to allow
sensorless torque regulators. This implies the control of volt-
ages phases leading to the loss of quadrature. A new modelling
should be introduced to take into account this voltage supply.
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